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Introduction
The Conservative Group of Basingstoke & Deane Borough Council welcomes the
opportunity to provide initial thoughts on new warding patterns across the
Borough. The Conservative group is made up of 33 councillors drawn from all
walks of life, representing the diverse areas across the Borough.
Following the preliminary stage, the Conservative Group fully endorses the
LGBCE proposals to reduce the overall number of councillors by 10% to ensure
effective and convenient local government at less cost for the taxpayer. The
preference by the LGBCE for three-member wards except in exceptional
circumstances is also noted. This submission therefore is predicated on a 54
member council, in line with the outcome of the preliminary stage and we
propose 18 x three member wards that fully meet the LGBCE’s requirements.
In this submission, we have sought to identify the best possible warding patterns
based on our extensive knowledge of local communities, drawing on the LGBCE
principles of electoral equality, reflecting the interests and identities of local
communities and, promoting effective and convenient local government.
A desire to ensure local communities are respected and effectively represented is
at the heart of our submission. We have sought throughout to ensure polling
districts, parishes, and identified town/ urban areas remain together wherever
possible. Our warding proposals deliver electoral equality in line with the 10%
variance outlined by the Boundary Commission in all cases, based on the 2023
electoral roll projected figures.
There are no ‘doughnut wards’ proposed in this submission and we have taken
care to devise proposals based exclusively on three-member wards so that
council elections may take place in thirds, which is the declared policy position of
the Borough Council.
In the view of the Conservative Group, this submission represents a fair and
equitable distribution of wards which keeps communities and parishes together
while ensuring practical representation.
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Proposals
The Cleres Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises the parishes of
Ashmansworth, Burghclere, Echinswell,
Sydmonton and Bishops Green, Highclere
(including Penwood), Litchfield and Woodcott,
Newtown, St Mary Bourne, East Woodhay,
Woolton Hill and Hurstbourne Priors (polling
districts HW, FE, EW, FC, FH, FI, FA, FB, EX, FD,
EY, EZ).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the bounds of 10% variance with
a -7.3% variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the existing communities of interest of East Woodhay and
Burghclere, Highclere and St Mary Bourne, together with other associated rural
communities such as Hurstbourne Priors, which have more in common with St
Mary Bourne than town areas such as Whitchurch.
The A34 acts as a spine road through the proposed ward running north to south,
giving good transport links throughout. This ward is essentially comprised of
rural parishes in the west of the Borough that are rural by nature and look
toward other population centres such as Andover or Basingstoke for key
services.
In terms of education, the majority of these settlements form part of the
catchment for The Clere secondary school.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
While this is a geographically large ward, the commonality of the rural nature of
the component areas mean that it will be possible to represent the needs of the
proposed ward equitably. The presence of the A34 through the ward means that
there are good transport links. Further, the vast majority of the geographical
area shares the same county division, which benefits understanding and ease of
representation over two tier government for the benefit of residents.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “The Cleres” to reflect the existing
communities of interest around the historic sites of Highclere.
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Kingsclere and Tadley North Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises the
parishes of Ashford Hill with Headley,
Kingsclere, Wolverton, Hannington,
Baughurst and Tadley (polling districts
FU, FW, FT, FV, EE, EG, FX, EF, EH).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the bounds of 10% variance with
7.2% variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the existing communities of interest of Kingsclere and the
surrounding rural parishes for Ashford Hill, Headley, Wolverton and Hannington
which look toward Kingsclere as a local centre. More broadly, all these parishes
look toward Tadley as the local town offering services such as GP provision,
primary and secondary education with the catchment school being The Hurst
Community College.
The A339 acts as a spine road through the proposed ward giving good transport
links throughout. There is also a common bus service running through Tadley
and Kingsclere.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
There are good transport links through the proposed ward and.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Kingsclere and Tadley North” to reflect
the largest settlements.
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Tadley Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises the
Town of Tadley (excluding Tadley
North) and the Pamber North parish
ward of Pamber Parish (polling districts
HG, HI, HH, GP).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the bounds of 10% variance with
a 1% variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the large community of interest of Tadley. As one town, and
the second largest Town in the Borough, it is important that the identity of
Tadley is retained and enhanced.
The town of Tadley has good services and facilities such as GP surgeries,
libraries, shops and one dominant employer (AWE). It is one housing area and
the Pamber North parish ward is contiguous with the Town as many residents
feel part of Tadley in this area.
In terms of education, the majority the catchment areas for both primary and
secondary are within Tadley, including The Hurst Community College.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
This is an effective ward because it keeps Tadley town together as far as possible
with one community identity.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Tadley” to reflect the town contained
within.
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Wellington Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises the parishes
of Bramley, Silchester, Mortimer West End,
Stratfield Saye, Sherfield, Stratfield Turgis,
Hartley Wespall and the Pamber South
ward of Pamber parish (polling districts
GQ, GO, GR, EJ, EI, GS, GT, GN, EK).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the bounds of 10% variance with
4.5% variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the existing communities of interest of Bramley and
Sherfield, plus Pamber and Silchester. The smaller parishes of Stratfield Saye,
Mortimer West End, Stratfield Turgis and Hartley Wespall have strong links with
Bramley and Sherfield as their main village centres. They are all in the same
County division.
The A33 is a common transport link through the ward, together with the C32.
There is a common bus service (Number 14) and the catchment primary school
is Bramley and Silchester.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
While this is a geographically large ward, the rural nature of the component
areas means that it will be possible to represent the needs of the whole ward
equitably. There are good transport links, and there is a common county division
across the whole ward.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Wellington” to reflect the significance of
the Duke of Wellington’s estate at Stratfield Saye.
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Basing and Upton Grey Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises the parishes of
Old Basing, Lychpit, Up Nateley, Mapledurwell,
Upton Grey, Weston Corbett, Weston Patrick,
Herriard, Tinworth, Cliddesden and Winslade
(polling districts ED, EC, EB, EA, HL, HV, HR,
HU, HT, HS, HO).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the bounds of 10% variance with
8.9% variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the existing Basing Ward containing communities of
interest of Basing, with the addition of the rural parts of the Upton Grey and
Candovers ward which are northern looking and all grouped together currently.
These rural communities look to Old Basing as a local centre, and then the town
of Basingstoke as the main town in the local area.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
While this is a geographically large ward, the rural nature of the component
parts and the northern looking nature of the rural wards means that they sit
naturally together.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Basing and Upton Grey” to reflect the
largest settlements in the ward.
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Oakley and Candovers Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises the parishes
of Oakley, Popham, Brown Candover, Preston
Candover, Dummer, North Waltham, Bradley,
Ellisfield, Farleigh Wallop and Nutley (polling
districts GE, GH, GG, GF, GI, GB, GM, GD, GJ,
GC, HK, HQ, HP, HJ, HM, HN).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the bounds of 10% variance with
7.5% variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the existing large village of Oakley, together with the
existing communities of interest including Dummer and North Waltham, but also
the southern rural parishes currently in the Upton Grey and Candovers ward.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
While this is a geographically large ward, the rural nature of its component parts
means that it will be possible to represent the needs of different areas equitably.
The presence of the A339 through the ward means that there are good transport
links.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Oakley and Candovers” to reflect the
largest settlements in the proposed ward.
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Test Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises the parishes of
Overton, Laverstoke and Whitchurch (polling
districts HX, GK, GL).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within
the bounds of 10% variance with a +8.4%
variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the similarly sized settlements of Whitchurch (4366
voters) and Overton (4985 voters), together with the bounded parish of
Laverstoke which has strong links to both settlements, and sees Whitchurch and
Overton as local centres which contain GPs, libraries and local shops.
The B3400 acts as a spine road through the proposed ward, giving good
transport links throughout. Further, the presence of the London-Winchester rail
line through both settlements emphasises common public transport links. The
settlements are similarly outward looking in terms of their populations which
contain many commuters to London, Basingstoke and Winchester. There is also a
common bus link between the settlements of Whitchurch, Overton and on to
Basingstoke or Andover.
These settlements share school catchments, with Laverstoke looking toward
either Whitchurch or Overton for Primary Education, and all settlements look
toward the Whitchurch-based Testbourne Secondary School.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
With just three, albeit larger, parishes to represent (one town council and two
parish councils), this is not an unreasonable workload for three councillors.
There are good road linkages across the ward as mentioned above which means
it can be easily traversed and there is no need to travel through an adjoining
ward. Further, the commonality of settlement size between Overton and
Whitchurch mean that they face similar issues which assists in effective
representation by councillors.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Test” due to the commonality and history
related to the Test River that flows through each of the three parishes.
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Vyne Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises the parishes of
Sherborne St John, Monk Sherborne, Wootton St
Lawrence and Rooksdown but also includes a
portion of the Popley Fields polling district (GW).
The area of GW going into the new Vyne ward is
822 electors living off Barrington Drive, Englefield
Way & Appleton Drive (east). This is delineated by
a clear footpath and development line separating
this area from the rest of GW (polling districts HB,
GZ, HA, GY, GW (part thereof)).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the bounds of 10% variance with
3.8% variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the existing parishes of Rooksdown, Monk Sherborne,
Sherborne St John and Wootton St Lawrence plus the portion of Popley Fields
immediately adjacent to these areas. The access to the Popley Fields area is
mainly off the Barrington Drive roundabout connecting with Carpenters Down,
whereas houses further west access off Chineham Lane with the rest of GW. This
arrangement allows the part of Marnel Rise in Sherborne St John Parish to
connect with the rest of the new Vyne ward via Hutchins Way.
There is already a strong affiliation between the Sherborne St John, Monk
Sherborne and Ramsdell parishes as they are currently in the same ward. There
are common transport links represented by the A340 and A339. These areas
encapsulate Rooksdown, where a number of services are provided such as shops,
community groups, schools and healthcare for the whole of the proposed ward.
There is an existing community of interest with the western part of the Popley
Fields area identified. Much of it is within Sherborne St John Parish, or used to
part of it and identifies very strongly as separate from the rest of Popley. The
Rooksdown Parish Council area also takes in part of the Popley Fields area.
Rooksdown Parish Council used to be part of the Sherborne St John Parish
Council but was given a separate identity as housing developments took place.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
While this is a geographically large ward, the commonality of rural issues in the
rural parishes, and the challenges faced on new development in those areas
mean that it will be able to be represented by three councillors. The presence of
the A339 and A340 through the ward means that there are good transport links.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Vyne” to reflect the historic National
Trust property within the ward at Sherborne St John.
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Chineham Ward
Composition
This proposed ward is unchanged from the
existing ward. It comprises all the polling
districts of Chineham and Sherfield Park (polling
districts FF, FF1, FG).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within
the bounds of 10% variance with 0.59% variance based on the 2023 electoral
roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the existing ward of Chineham, which is a parished, self
identifying area on the edge of the town. The area also includes the newer parish
of Sherfield Park/ Taylors Farm which fits naturally with Chineham due to
shared services such as schools, public transport and community links. There is a
local centre in Chineham and the whole area has a strong community identify
with local community magazines and social groups around the churches and
community centre.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
This ward contains only the self identifying area of Chineham and Sherfield Park,
joined by strong transport links, most especially the A33 and public transport
routes. The proposed ward is also entirely within the Loddon county division
which leads to increased electoral understanding and coterminosity.
Name
It is proposed that this ward retains the name of “Chineham” to reflect the
existing identity and emphasise that its boundaries are unchanged.
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Popley Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises all of the existing ward
of Popley except the portion of GW mentioned above,
which now forms part of proposed The Vyne Ward
(GV, GU, GX, GW (part thereof)).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the
bounds of 10% variance with 1.4% variance based on
the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the existing and modern historical community of interest of
Popley. The area identifies as one distinct community, separate from the rest of
the town. It was built as one community within the larger Basingstoke
conurbation and should be seen as such. There is a common community centre,
school, community magazine, local shops and services. There is a common
community magazine known as ‘Popley Matters’.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
Currently, the clearly identified community of Popley is split into two wards of
two members each (East and West) and this is an artificial construct that divides
an identifiable community unnecessarily. Our proposed Popley Ward
amalgamates the community into one Borough ward, This will bring the
community together and is easily representable by three members.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Popley” to reflect the existing settlement
name.
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Norden Ward
Composition
This proposed ward is unchanged from the
existing Norden ward. It comprises all of
the polling districts of Norden 1, 2 and 3 as
is the case at present (polling districts FZ,
FY, GA). This proposal provides for
continuity and minimal organisational
disruption.
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the bounds of 10% variance with
-3.6% variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the existing ward of Norden which is a community of
interest around the Oakridge and South View areas with an existing community
identity. There are strong natural boundaries such as the railway to the South
and the ring road in other parts of the ward.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
Name
It is proposed that this ward retains the name “Norden” to reflect the existing
identity and to emphasise the continuity that this proposal represents.
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Kempshott Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises most of the existing ward
of Kempshott, less polling district FS, plus Old Kempshott
Lane and Buckskin Lane (polling districts of ES, EV, FR).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the
bounds of 10% variance with 4% variance based on the
2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the existing ward of Kempshott which has a strong
community and is a self identified area within the town. It also adds, EV (Old
Kempshott Lane and Buckskin Lane), which clearly identify with Kempshott as
their community, and ES which are the homes off Old Kempshott Lane and
Buckskin Lane a major north-south route in the West of the town and a strong
community of interest with common bus services, community groups, schools
and community publications such as the Kempshott Kourier.
Polling district FS is situated south of the A30 and associates more naturally with
the Hatch Warren area and not with Kempshott. Its inclusion in the current
Kempshott ward is seen locally as an anomaly, which this proposal rectifies.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
The proposed ward has strong transport links and is a cohesive area of homes
within the town. The inclusion of Old Kempshott Lane and Bucksin Lane and
road off are sensible additions as they identify as a similar community with
similar interests so are able to be represented by three members.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Kempshott” to reflect the existing
settlement name.
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Hatch Warren and Beggarwood Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises all the
existing ward of Hatch Warren and
Beggarwood, plus the area known as Old
Hatch Warren (polling districts of EP, FP,
FQ, FS) and polling district FS that is
currently part of Kempshott ward. Polling
District FS is located south of the A30, is
accessed through Hatch Warren’s feeder
roads and associates naturally with Hatch
Warren.
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the bounds of 10% variance with
-9% variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the existing ward of Hatch Warren and Beggarwood, both
self identified areas of the town with strong community links. The FS area,
although currently in Kempshott ward, has no community of interest with
Kempshott and is accessed from Woodbury Road, which is the main feeder road
to Hatch Warren. The inclusion of EP, which is currently part of Brighton Hill
South, but known colloquially as ‘Old Hatch Warren’, reflects a strong community
link that is also reflected in its being part of the Basingstoke South West county
division.
Hatch Warren and Beggarwood also have a common community association,
managing two buildings and a common community magazine known as ‘The
Rabbiter’.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
The proposed ward comprises very similar communities of interest which have
clear links and are accessed from one another. They are all to the south of the
A30, thereby defining a clear boundary, and are part of the same county division.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Hatch Warren and Beggarwood” to
reflect the existing settlement name.
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Brighton Hill Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises all of
the existing wards of Brighton Hill
North and Brighton Hill South, less the
part which is in the Basingstoke South
West county division (polling districts
EN, EM, EL, EO).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the bounds of 10% variance with
-1% variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward re-unites the self defining community of Brighton Hill, which is
currently arbitrarily (and confusingly) split into two. The area has a common
community plan for the whole area and is fed by the roads A30, Hatch Warren
Lane and Brighton Way. There are local shops, services, and healthcare facilities
which serve the whole area.
There is one main secondary school, Brighton Hill Community College, and a
number of primary schools which serve the population.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
The ward re-unites together the self-identifying community of Brighton Hill and
removes an arbitrary north south split, which causes confusion among voters as
to the Borough ward in which they reside.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Brighton Hill” to reflect the existing
settlement name.
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South Ham Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises all of the
current ward of South Ham, plus the area
known as South Ham extension (polling
districts ET, HD, HE, HF, HFA).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within
the bounds of 10% variance with -5% variance
based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the community of South Ham, which has strong identity
and community groups, and also re-unites it with the area currently within
Buckskin which was built as, and is known as “South Ham Extension”, polling
district ET.
It is an anomaly that South Ham Extension has been separated electorally from
South Ham. It currently sits in a ward with which it has no direct road link and
little commonality of interest. The South Ham Extension (ET) is accessed solely
through South Ham.
There are common local shops, schools, community groups and organisations
and a common bus service. There is also a common community plan for the
whole area.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
The ward re-unites the community of South Ham with the South Ham Extension
and reflects the fact that together they represent a distinct and self-identifying
community within the town area.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “South Ham” to reflect the existing
settlement name.
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Winklebury and Manydown Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises all of the
existing ward of Winklebury, plus the area
of Buckskin within the Winklebury
community and the new development area
of Manydown (polling districts HC, EU, HY,
HZ).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality
within the bounds of 10% variance with 8% variance based on the 2023 electoral
roll projection. This variance will be eroded
as development of the Manydown MDA
takes place.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward includes the community of Winklebury, a self identifying community
within the town, but also brings in the Wykeham Drive area, which is north of
the B3400 and therefore sees itself as part of Winklebury, together with Worting
Village which is currently within Buckskin. This is then all of the settlement
north of the B3400 and the railway line, defined boundaries.
The inclusion of Manydown is important. This large development is being
planned as an urban extension to Winklebury that will have everything in
common with Winklebury, but nothing in common with the rural surrounding
villages. Indeed, Manydown is being planned in tandem with the regeneration of
Winklebury and together they offer a strategy for the whole area.
The road systems of Winklebury and Manydown will interlink, with traffic from
the existing Roman Road being channelled through Manydown to the A339 to
the north. The proposed accesses for Manydown would mean that Winklebury is
accessed from the new roads at Manydown.
There are common local shops, schools, community groups and organisations
and a common bus service. Further, it is highly likely that the secondary school
mooted for Manydown will also serve the Winklebury area.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
This pairing of Winklebury and Manydown fully reflects the planning policy of
the Borough and County Councils as the two areas are being considered as a
whole.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Winklebury and Manydown” to reflect
the existing settlement name and the name of the settlement being planned.
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Eastrop and Grove Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises all of the
existing ward of Grove plus the part of FM
lying south of New Road as it exits the
Eastrop roundabout and the part of FJ lying
south of Southern Road (polling districts
FN, FO, FL, FM (part thereof), FJ (part
thereof)).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the bounds of 10% variance with
-8.6% variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward includes the current Grove ward, which is a self-identifying
community but expands north into Eastrop. It adds FL, known locally as the
Riverdene estate, which connects to Grove via Old Common Way.
It also adds the part of FM polling district lying south of New Road as it exits the
Eastrop Roundabout. This area connects seamlessly with Riverdene via Eastrop
Way and London Road, and uses the same schools and town centre facilities. The
area also links to the existing Grove ward via the Hackwood Road roundabout.
Finally, the part of FJ polling district lying south of Southern Road is included in
this ward. This is the historic Fairfields area which connects to Grove via
Shrubbery Walk footpath and the Cliddesden Road underpass. It includes
Fairfields Primary School which is attended by pupils from both the existing
Eastrop and Grove wards.
Older parts of the existing Grove ward were included in a former Fairfields ward
and there is an historical community of interest.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
The areas being brought together in this proposed ward are similar in nature,
comprising in the main established residential districts surrounding the
commercial town centre. They are brought together by two road crossings and
five pedestrian crossings.
The electoral quotas in this review mean that at least one ward has to straddle
the ring road. Given the number of crossings and the affinities between Eastrop
and Grove, this new ward represents, in our view, the best option for doing so.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named ‘Eastrop and Grove’ to represent the two
wards brought together in the new ward.
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Brookvale and Kings Furlong Ward
Composition
This proposed ward comprises all
of the existing ward of Brookvale
and Kings Furlong plus the parts of
FM and FK not included in Eastrop
and Grove ward which include the
Winchester, Penrith and Bounty
Road areas along with all the flats
along Alencon Link and the
shopping centre (polling districts
EQ, ER, FJA, FK, FM (part thereof),
FJ (part thereof)).
Electoral Equality
The proposal delivers electoral equality within the bounds of 10% variance with
-4.5% variance based on the 2023 electoral roll projection.
Reflecting the interests and identity of local communities
This ward comprises the current Brookvale and Kings Furlong ward extended
eastwards to take in the commercial town centre and the intervening residential
areas. The area being added to the current ward is closely linked by major roads
such as Churchill Way, Worting Road/Sarum Hill and Winchester Road, and
seamlessly merges into it.
The proposed ward will bring together hundreds of residents who live in highrise blocks in Sinclair Drive and Winterthur Way in the current Brookvale &
Kings Furlong with those in similar dwellings in Crown Heights, Skyline Plaza
and the soon-to-be completed Churchill Plaza in the current Eastrop ward. There
is thus a commonality of interest in uniting these communities in one ward.
Promoting effective and convenient local government
This ward brings together residential areas that are linked by two major urban
roads (Winchester Road, Worting Road). The similarities will facilitate equality
of representation.
All parts of this proposed ward naturally look to Basingstoke Town Centre for
the supply of shops and facilities.
Name
It is proposed that this ward is named “Brookvale and Kings Furlong” to reflect
the existing settlement names.
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Conclusion
These proposals in this submission meet the key tests set out by the Local
Government Boundary Commission for England. They deliver electoral equality
within the bands of 10% variance, reflect the interests and identities of existing
communities and bring communities together with delivering effective and
convenient local government.
They also minimise disruptive change with the proposed wards of Chineham and
Norden being unchanged from existing boundaries. We have endeavoured at all
times to keep parishes together with existing communities of interest to ensure
effective and convenient local government for the populace.
The proposals recognise the affinity of interest that is being planned for
Manydown and Winklebury, incorporating this major extension to the town into
an urban ward. They correct major anomalies in the existing warding
arrangements, reuniting South Ham with South Ham Extension, Wykeham Drive
with Winklebury and the FS district of Kempshott with Hatch Warren.
We are pleased to enclose an indicative map of the proposed wards, which we
feel shows that the proposed wards have a sensible ‘look and feel’ without any
artificial constructs.
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Appendix 1: Table of electoral variance
The table below outlines the electoral variance in each of the wards proposed
within this submission. For the purposes of this exercise we have taken the
proposed 2023 electorate of Basingstoke and Deane (144,049) and divided this
by the proposed number of councillors (54), then multiplied this by three to
achieve a baseline figure for three member wards. This figure is 8002.76667 and
we have ensured all proposals are within the 10% variance outlined by the
Boundary Commission.
Ward name
The Cleres
Kingsclere and Tadley North
Tadley
Wellington
Basing and Upton Grey
Oakley and Candovers
Test
Vyne
Chineham
Popley
Norden
Kempshott
Hatch Warren and Beggarwood
Brighton Hill
South Ham
Winklebury and Manydown
Eastrop and Grove
Brookvale and Kings Furlong

No. of councillors
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2023 variance
-7.35%
7.19%
1.05%
4.53%
8.87%
7.47%
8.36%
3.8%
0.59%
1.4%
-3.64%
4.37%
-8.82%
-0.91%
-5.50%
-8.35%
-8.6%
-4.5%
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Appendix 2: Map of proposed wards (Borough-wide)
The map below shows visually how the proposed warding pattern would look
across the Borough of Basingstoke and Deane.
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Appendix 3: Map of proposed wards (Town area)
The map below shows visually how the proposed warding pattern would look in
the town area of Basingstoke and Deane.
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